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Therefore, starting from the overall situation of the summer martial arts and the national interests, the
Juggernaut has made up his mind. After this wedding banquet, he immediately began the plan of eliminating
demons, mobilizing the national martial arts power, and proceeding to capture and kill the rebellious country
thief, Mark!

Of course, these are all things to do.

The sword saint at this time, after talking about Mark, he changed his words and said again: “If anyone can
conquer the Jones family eldest in my hot summer land, then it is my flame that fell that year. The talent of
summer, Chu Tianfan!”

“Unfortunately,

Tian is jealous of talents .” “These heroes of Tian Zong, we didn’t have time to see his true face, we fell
early.”

“It’s really my temple of warrior, my summer is hot. A huge loss in martial arts.”

Speaking of Chu Tianfan, Tang Hao and the Sword Saint both looked sad.

After all, this person is the eternal pain in their hearts.

Rise like a comet, fall like a meteor.

Maybe God, always jealous of true geniuses.

During the conversation between the two, Chu Qitian and An Qi had already stepped onto the red carpet and
walked towards the front stage.

The guests in the room cheered and applause was endless.

Chu Zhengliang and Bill Jones, both parents, also smiled and laughed endlessly.

“Haha~”

“In-laws.”

“Look at them, they are talented and beautiful, they are a match made in heaven~”

Seeing his daughter set up a family and married his wife, Chu Zhengliang was very happy in his heart.



With this voice, what he seeks, in addition to his own great cause, the biggest wish is to watch the next
generation, become a dragon and become a phoenix, open up branches and leaves.

And now, the wish of many years has finally come true.

His most beloved son finally got married.

In the future, Chu Zhengliang will be able to gather all his energies and seek a grand plan for hegemony!

However, just when Chu Zhengliang felt that his life was about to reach Consummation, outside the hall,
someone walked in in a panic.

However, walking to Chu Zhengliang’s side, he whispered: “Patriarch, it’s not good. Under the mountain,

something has happened. Would you like to see the Patriarch ?” “Well, the situation?” Chu Zhengliang
frowned immediately, his eyebrows faintly. There was anger, “What’s the situation?”

“It’s nothing, it’s just a minor situation. It should be a foolish man who is obsessed with Miss Jones. Seeing
that the goddess in his heart is married, he came to Chumen Mountain in grief to make trouble. “The
subordinate guessed.

“How many people?” Chu Zhengliang asked again in a deep voice.

“One.”

“Just one person? This bit of ass is also bothering me? What do I want you to do?” Chu Zhengliang cursed
in a low voice, and his men were afraid to speak.

“Go to the sixth elder.”

“He is responsible for maintaining today’s public order.”

“Tell him that today is the day of my son’s rejoicing. No surprises can be tolerated.”

“Otherwise, his Chu family worship and the position of the Chumen sixth elder. , Don’t have to do it.”

“Don’t

hurry up ?” Chu Zhengliang said sharply, his expression full of sullenness.

After all, on the day of his son’s big rejoicing, there was an accident, and the trash seems to have not been
settled. Is it strange that Chu Zhengliang is in a good mood?

Seeing Chu Zhengliang’s appearance, the person in front of him had something in his heart, and he didn’t
dare to say it.

I had to quit obediently and figured out a solution by myself.

But at this time, the Chu Family Inner Guard, who had escaped under Mark’s hand, had already arrived at
the Chumen Hall.



“

Patriarch, it’s okay …” The man with a scar on his face was about to push the door and tell everyone about
the death of the sixth elder, but he was stopped by his brother.

“Brother Sixteen, why are you pulling me?” The scared man was puzzled.

“Seventeenth brother, today is the day of great rejoicing. The guests from all sides are here. I think that the
death of the sixth elders will be discussed after the wedding is over.” This is ranked number one among the
36 internal guards of the Chu family The sixteenth man whispered.

“Well, that’s what I said.”

“At this time, it is really disappointing to say this.”
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“But Brother Sixteen, the junior came so aggressively,

he would kill Liuzhuang directly as soon as he appeared.” “I worry, he came for the Chu family.”

“If you don’t report it in time, will it be delayed? “Scar Road is worried.

“I don’t think so.” Another person shook his head, and then analyzed, “Who doesn’t know today, the Chu
family is the world’s most powerful family, and the world’s strongest power, the Chu family, was also
founded by the Chu family.”

“That person is that person . No matter how bold he is, and if he has enemies with our Chu family, I guess
he will only dare to do some small actions outside.”

“I gave him ten courage, and he did not dare to make trouble in Chumen Mountain, let alone come to my
Chu. ! trouble at home. ” “

it is seeking death ~ “

scar Male listening to these analyzes, suddenly deep that nodded:.” also said, ” “

we Chujia Jiang those clouds, who would make trouble-door “? “

so It seems that I was really worried about it.”

Thinking of this, the scared man smiled relieved, and the worries in his heart immediately disappeared.

But at this time, the Chu family guard who had just entered to report to Chu Zhengliang just came out of the
main hall, and saw Scar Man and other people, and he was overjoyed: “Brother Seventeen, Brother Sixteen,
come on, there is a gangster invading the mountain. . ” “

hurry down with my enemy! “this Chu home guard anxiously.



When the Scarlet Man and others heard this, they were immediately puzzled: “What’s the matter?”

“Aren’t there twelve wolf guards stationed at the foot of the mountain?”

“Could it be that there are too many enemies and they don’t have enough manpower?”

There are a total of 36 internal guards in the Chu family. .

But these 36 inner defenders are divided into three levels based on their strength.

The strongest is the dragon-level inner guard, whose strength is all up to the realm of the martial arts master.

Tiger-level internal guards are the next best, and they are all at the peak of entering the state, and even in the
realm of a half-step master.

The weakest is the Wolf-level inner defender, whose average strength is basically only about entering Hua.

This time Chu Qitian married all the 36 internal guards of the Chu family.

Dragon-class internal guards stationed at the Chumen Hall to maintain law and order at the scene.

Tiger-class internal guards accompanied Chu Qitian to the Jones family, accompanied by protection.

As for the wolf-class internal guard, this is stationed at the gate of the mountain and guards the gate of the
Chu gate.

Therefore, when they saw this guard asking for help, these tiger-level inner guards couldn’t help but ask in
confusion.

“Brother Sixteen, don’t ask.”

“Hurry up and help.”

“When I came, the wolf-level inner guard was almost blown up!” The man was full of anxiety, almost
crying.

These tiger-class internal guards were undoubtedly shocked when they heard it.

“What are you talking about?”

“Wolf-class internal guards were all blown up?”

“Quick!”

“Take us over at once.”

“I want to see if it’s those things that do not live or die, dare to kill my tiger brother? “The

Thirty-six internal guards of the Chu family are like brothers.



Now that the brothers are humiliated and killed, these people are naturally angry.

Immediately go down the mountain to kill the enemy.

However, as they got closer to the bottom of the mountain, the harsh screams and the sonorous clash of
swords became clearer.

Until, the mess on the ground appeared.

There are corpses everywhere in the eye.

The red blood gathered in a stream and ran down the fiery red carpet.

The sound of the gurgling blood flow is as if it originated from a mountain stream.

Seeing the corpse mountain and blood sea in front of them, the Scar Man and the others were undoubtedly
stunned instantly.

You know, the trickling streams in front of you are all made of the blood of their brothers.

“Asshole, stop us!” In

furious, the scarred man’s long sword was unsheathed and cut down with a single sword.

The vertical and horizontal sword qi slashed fiercely on the back of the thin figure in front.

However, with a sharp blow, he only shook a strand of long hair behind his back.

Actually, even his clothes were not cut.

“Huh?”

This seemingly similar scene made the Tiger Sixteen and Tiger Seventeen tiger-level powerhouses startled
slightly.

At the moment when they lost their senses, the thin figure in front of them slowly turned around, revealing
the thin face of the young man.
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